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Epic showdown~-

Latin pride
Dean discusses his
presidential appointment
with the Future -SEE NEWS,A2

Knights, Memphis bring 5-garne win
streaks to UCF Arena -SEESPORTS,A7
>

MEDICINE

TII: ORGANS
DOWE

PART
ALong Island surgeon is asking that his ·
estranged wife return the kidney he
donated to her.
Dr. Richard Batista,a surgeon at
Nassau University Medical
· Center, told reporters
he decided to go
public after
growing
-frustrations in
negotiations
with his
estranged
wife.

Colleges taldng role in mUSic suits
I

.
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UCF trying to find middle-ground policy
LAUREN MIRO
Contributing Writer

Students accused of file
sharing may find protection
from their university, following
in the footsteps of Duke Uni. versity, which has pledged to
protect students from lawsuits
by requiring proof of infringement
In recent years, universities

- - - - - - - - --

have ·been forced to straddle a
thin line between protecting
students' privacy and providing information to copyright
holders in accordance with the
law.
Duke University made a
step in this direction on Nov. ll,
when officials announced that
they would require proof of
infringement before sending
settlement letters to students.

-- -

-~ - -

"It appears that the recording industry only searches for a
seryer that has the potential to
upload or download," said
Larry Moneta, vice president
for Student Affairs at Duke
University. "They don't !mow
who is on the other end"
Copyright holders monitor,
or hire a company to monitor,
PLEASE SEE

DUKE ON A5

Duke University announced Nov. 11 that they will require proof of infringement in the fonn
of a third-party IP address from the RIM before sending settlement letters to students.

-

Graduates
face shaky,
debt-filled
future

NEIGHBORS

- SAW THROUGH ·
THY NEIGHBOR'S

DOOR

( )'

APennsylvania man has been convicted
of tearing open his neighbor's door with
a chain saw after arguing over parking.
Robert Kane sawed through Jamie
Zaleski's apartment door after one of his
friends parked in front of Kane's home.
The jury convicted Kane on Tuesday of
attempted burglary,terroristic threats
and other charges.

College Board estimates
average of $BOK in debt
DONALD THOMANN
StaffWriter

College students carry a financial
burden on their shoulders.- one that
most opt to pass off to credit card and
loan companies.
But the out of sight, out of mind
college student's policy, which
becomes almost a necessary norm
for many until graduation, is taking a
big bite out of alumni's financial
futures. ·
"I don't have to pay back obviously until graduation," said Samantha
Mirabal, a junior studio art major.
"Right now I'm just bouncing around
between minimum wage jobs and
hoping that by the time I graduate I
will be lined up with a real job, so that
I'll be able to pay everything off."
However, in the wake of a faltering
economy, this old-fashioned ideal of
landing a job upon graduation is far
from accurate anymore. .
Credit cards and student loans
make up the vast majority of students' debt. Nellie Mae, a student
loan organization, estimates that college graduates exit school with about
$2,700 in credit card debt and that 32
percent of students have at least four
credit cards.
Also, about 43 percent of students
attending public universities have
taken out a student loan of some
kind, and students graduate owing,
on average, an additional $26,000 in
student loan debts, according to the
American Council on Education.
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Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

WANT TO BUY OR SELL
ELECTRONICS? RADIO
CLUB HOLDS SWAP
The Amateur Radio club is holding a
semi-annual electronics swap meet
Saturday from 7to 10 a.m. in the D1
parking lot. Radio and computer
equipment will be for sale along with
radio electronics. There is no cost to
attend or sell.

One reporters joumeytoVyafl
Street on New Year'sEve
·teaches her three things:
wear comfy shoes, find a

kissing partner and always tip
the bartender beforehand.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

OFFICIALS TO FISH OUT
NONNATIVE LIONFISH
FROM CORAL REEF
Scientists in the Florida Keys discovered
the first nonnative lionfish in the region
that is home to the country's only living
coral barrier reef. The veracious eater has
been rapidly multiplying in the
Caribbean's warm waters.

-------NATION & WORlD,M

AT LEAST FIVE.KILLED,
NINE INJURED BY
SUICIDE BOMBER

•

Asuicide bomber struck U.S. troops
patrolling on foot in southern Afghanistan
on Thursday, killing at least two soldiers
and three civilians and wounding at least
nine others, officials said. The attack
follows a clash that left 17 civilians dead
earlier this w~k.
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HUMANS
. HELPING HUMANS

Florida Coalition Against Human Trafficking preps for Sunday march
KAYLA SMITH
StaffWriter

Engineers Without
Borders helps Haiti
SHARON WEAVER

Advocates against human trafficking will march at Lake Eola this Sunday to
raise awareness in Central Florida.
.
Tomas Lares, the project manager from the Florida Coalition Against
Human Trafficking, is spearheading the march. He hopes it will bring
awareness to the cause and more volunteers to the coalition.
According to the National Institute of Justice Web site, the number of victims is unknown due to the underground nature of human trafficking.
·
In 2000, the Victims of Trafficking and
Violence Protection Act of2000 asked the U.S.
Department of Health ai;id Human Services
(HHS) to certify adult and child victims of trafficking. Since 2001, HHS has certified 1,076 victims of trafficking from more than 40 countries
around tlie world.
Lares, along with about 100 protestors, will be
marching around Lake Eola from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., carryPLEASE SEE

I

INVISIBLE ON A6

TREAD ON AS

StaffWriter

How far would you go for a
glass of clean water?
In the U.S., people will
travel for bottled water over
the kitchen sink. In Haiti,
sink-quality water would be
worth traveling twice as long
as they do to reach the contaminated sources they have
now.
Now, the UCF chapter of
Engineers Without Borders
has joined Health Education
Relief Organization in a project to help the Haitian community of Mare Brignole with
a cleaner and more reliable
water system.

No longer will people in
Mare Brignole have to walk
for about six miles on a mountainous path in order to get
about five gallons of water
from a spring. It is an ordeal
that takes about six hours
total to get water.
The community is located
in the southeast, near the
southe°:1 coast. B~ca~~ it is a
mountainous area, 1t 1s very
difficult to drill to get water.
EWB is a non-profit,
humanitarian organization
established to work with
developing
communities
worldwide. - The project
involves implementing sus-.
PLEASESEE

EWB ON A6
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HISTORY IN

News and notices for
the UCF community

•

Music, refreshments, games and
ribs at Memory Mall Saturday
On Saturday the "Pre-Game
Party on Memory Mall" will be
held. The event will be held
between 12 and 4 p.m. before
the Men's Basketball game
against Memphis at 5 p.m.
There will be a rib eating
contest, hosted by Tailgaters.
Participants are encouraged to
enter early to participate. There
will also be a 5/3rd Bank Com
Hole Tournament with two
person teams. Students who
want to participate should .
show up between 12 and 12:30
p.m. Winners will receive a
UCF tent and two UCF tailgating chairs.
No alcohol will be served

I
I

•
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Editor-in-Chief
Natalie Morera x213

News.CFF@gmail.wm

Onfine.CFF@gmailwm .

Opinions Editors
Opinions.CFF@gmailwm

Sports Editor
Padrick 6rewerx21S
, Sparts.CFF@gmail.rom

Variety Editor
Christine Harperx214

A; Well, I know that the
Native Americans have a national museum. African-Americans
also have a museum and Hispanics have been here for what
eventually became the United
States for almost 500 years. The
year [2013] marks the 500th
anniversary of Ponce de Leon's
arrival in Florida. So that's
almost 500 years of our presence here.

·t
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Variety.CFF@gma,lwm

Photo Editor

A: We came after the [Cuban
Revolution]. I was almost 13
years 9ld. It was in 1961 when I
came right after the failure of the
Bay of Pig~ invasion.

Q: It must have been a huge transition. Tell me about how it was
when you first arrived.

Phot/1,CFF@gmailmm

A: It was. Well, I liad to learn
a new languag~. I had to learn
another culture. At first it wasn't
easy, but I guess that whatever
you set in your mind that what-

· StaffWriters

Ryan Bass, William Goss,Jilfian Krotki,
(.arlos Maldonado, Jen Glantz, Donald
Thomann, Stephanie de Sousa, Robyn Sidersky, Kari Wllberg, William Perry, Mary Cristobal, Jonathan Hohensee, Allen Levin, John
Muiphy, Shaun Bevin,(annen Canoquino

ever you propose to do you will
. accomplish it, then that makes
things easier. Getting an education, there's no substitute for
that.
When you have everything
and then you wake up with
nothing, life teaches you a great
lesson. I can say one thing: You
know you can lose everything,
but the one thing that no one can
take away from you is your education. That is the one thing you
keep for life.

•

Staff Photographers

f.aitlin Bush, Andy Jar.obsohn,
Corey Maynard, Greg Jenito,
Amanda Moore, Reema Desat -Liana Cole,
Sharon Weaver

•

Copy Editors
f.alttin Battersby, Andrea Canterbury,.Ashley
Camifax, Stephanre Endn, Eric fershtmao,
Kelsey Hinton, Chris Hoadley, Virginia Kiddy,
Kayla Smith

•

0:You said you're an American by
choice. Why did you make that

Columnist
BenBadio
Graphic Artists
Cara Cooper,
Joseph Mangabat, Btad,Walkover'
Editorial AcMser
Matt Morrison

choice?

A: Well when you make the
choice, it's the right choice. It's
so you can have all the rights of
American citizens and also the
right to vote, which I think is ,
very important. The right to
have a say, that's something the
people in Cuba don't have.

,.,

.,

MattMprrisoJIOO@gma/l(Om

..,,
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Advertising Sales Director

Q: What do ~u P.ersonally want

Mark Lanaris.x204

to gain out of ttiis commission?

A: It's making a contribution
to the United States and the Hispanic culture. It would be kind
of nice for now. Who knows? My
grandchildren will go over to the
museum wherever it's located
someday and say, "Hey, the old
mru1. did something."

~-

Rayma Jenkins

RAMI ROTLEWICT / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

from;

Q: Why do you think the nation
needs this museum?

•

Sebastian Church and
JeffWeiner x2 J3

I think having a museum here
A: Back in June, I received a would of course show the conphone call from Sen. Mel Mar- tributions that the Hispanics
tinez's office, and the office have made to what is now the
informed me that he wanted to , United States from the 1500s to ·
nominate me for a possible mem- the present. It would also show
ber ofthis commission. Sen. Mar- the diversity of this nation too.
tinez is familiar with my work on
Hispanics in the United States. Q: YihY ~id vou want to be part of
Therefore, he nominated me.
this project?
So there was a series of interviews, a number of interviews,
A; I was deeply honored. I
telephone interviews. I had to figured it's one way of giving
submit my credentials, you back to this nation, which is my
know, that process. Of course adopted country, and giving
you know they have to do a back in a way that shows my
background check All of this is heritage, in that sense, Hispanic
a time-consuming endeavor, I heritage. Hispanic by heritage,
would say. Then in early Decem- American by choice.
ber, I was notified. A White
House staff notified me . that Q: You said that America is your
President Bush appointed me adopted countrv. Where are you
along with six others.
originally

KEY LARGO~ Scientists in
the Florida Keys discovered the
first nonnative lionfish in the
region that is home to the country's only living coral barrier
reef.
The veracious eater has
been rapidly multiplying in the
Caribbean's warm waters. Officials believe the fish, a tropical
native of the Indian and Pacific
oceans, likely escaped from a
Florida fish tank during a 1992
hurricane.
It has since been spotted as
far north as Rhode Island, but
hadn't been seen in the Keys.·
A recreational diver reported seeing the fish off Key Largo.
Scientists removed it Wednesday. They fear an invasion could
devastate area reefs, as it has no
known predators in the area.
Officials are relying on divers to
report sightings so they can
immediately remove the fish.

•

Online News Ed"rtor
Jeffrey Riley x213

College of Arts and Humanities Dean Jose B. Fernandez was elected by George W. Bush to assist in
the creation of the Museum of the American Latino. Fernandez was one of seven people elected.

for this project?

Officials, scientists seek to remove
non-native fish from coral reef

•

News Editors
Amanda Welch and
Tara Young x2B

Q: How did you get considered

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

~

MarkL@KnightNf!Wspapers.com

University Sales Director
Heissam Jebailey x201
Heissaml @KnightNew.spapers.com

Business Manager
Trisha Irwin x212
Trishal@KnightNewspapers.com
t · .~

•

..

Distribution Manager
Joseph Crandall X211
l~hC@KfiJghtNewspapers.co/n

...

General Manager
Raymond G. Bush x220
RayB@KnJghtNewspapers.com
..........>to'············-······

"I think having a museum here would of course

Fax:407"447-4556

SHOW THE CONTRIBUTIONS THAT
THE HISPANICS.

House budget-cut package targets
schools, health care and more
TALLAHASSEE The
Florida House is set to vote on a
budget-reduction package that
includes nearly $1 billion in
spending cuts for schools,
health care and other state
functions.
The chamber was scheduled
to take up the plan yesterday.
The Senate will follow with
floor action on its version Friday. Lawmakers then will work
on
resolving
differences
between the two before taking
final votes next week
Besides spending cuts, both
plans would tap reserves, shift
funds among programs and
increase traffic fines.
Lawmakers are meeting in a
special session called to deal
with an impending deficit of at
least $23 billion in the current
budget year due to a shortfall in
tax collections resulting from
the nation's sagging economy.

'
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have made to what is now the United States from the
1SOOs to the present:'
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·Funeral for Travolta's son expected
to be private at gated home

LOCAL WEATHER

OCALA - John Travolta
and family were expected to
host a private memorial service
Thursday for their son, 16-yearold Jett TI-avolta. at their gatedcommunity home in central
Florida.
The actor and his wife, Kelly
Preston, live in sprawling $8

Today
SUNNY

a

LOCAL ON A4

The CentralFlorida Future is the independen~ studentwritten newspaper at the Unhffiity of Central florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the lndMdual
mlumnist and not necessartly those of the editorial staff
or111e University administration. All content Is propelty of
the Cmtro/Florido Futureand may not be reprirned in part
« In wholewithout pemusoon from the publisher.

Jose B. Fernandez is one of
seven people appointed by President George W. Bush to be part
of a 23-member commission
exploring the potential creation
of the Museum of the American
Latino.
Fernandez once made history
at UCF in 2006 when he was
named the first Hispanic dean.
Now, as the dean of the College of Arts and Humanities, he
is helping retain history.
The Future sat down with
Fernandez to talk about his past,
bis career and bis part in the
new commission.

LOCAL
&STATE

~

•
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Editor-In-Chief

Delta Sigma Pi is seeking
new members. A recruiting
event is taking place on Friday,
Jan. 9 at 7 p.m. The event is
being held at Marble Slab
Creamery in Waterford Lakes.
For more events and information join the "Delta Sigma Pi
Spring 2009 Recruitment" .
group on Facebook

PLEASE $EE

--January
~--·-- ---- -9, ~009

NATALIE MORERA

Professional business fraternity
seeking new members for spring

•

•

CFF.editor@gmail.com

The Office of Undergraduate Research will discuss how
to expand your academic expe- rience through research in a
workshop hosted on Monday
Jan. 12. Representatives from
the McNair Scholars, Burnett
Honors College, Research and
Mentoring Program and the
Undergraduate Research Journal will be available to answer
questions.
For more -information con.tact Kimberly Schneider at 407823-3125 or our@mail.ucf.edu.

-.
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The Studetlt Newspaperat tlCEsince 1968

Museum would
commemorate
American Latinos

Want to know how reseaKh can
help you and your academics?

· ·•
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High:71°
Low:50°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Saturday

Today: Mainly sunny. Winds NNE
at 5 to 10 mph.

SUNNY

Tonight: Clear skies.. Winds ENE
at 5 to 10 mph.

Sunday
FEW SHOWERS

High~78°
Low:57°
~igh:67°
Low:45°

The Future wants· to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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. Obama urges Congress to act Photo restrictions
•

for Anthony case

DAVID ESPO AND
JENNIFER LOVEN
Associated Press

•
•
\

•

WASHINGTON - President-elect Barack Obama
implored Congress on Thursday to "act boldly and act now"
to fix an economy growing
perilously weaker. Leading
lawmakers set an informal goal
of mid-February for enacting
tax cuts and government
spending that could cost as
much as $1 trillion.
Democrats complained
openly about the incoming
administration's proposed tax
cuts and Republicans warned
against excessive new spending, both parties letting Obama
know they intend to place their
own stamp on the economic
recovery effort.
A call for a $3,000 tax break
for job creation drew particular criticism in a private meetCHARLES DHARAPAK / ASSOCIATED PRESS
ing, and numerous lawmakers President-elect Barack Obama finishes speaking about the economy Thursday at George Mason University in Fairfax, Va.
said Obama had not ticketed
enough of his tax proposal for cut taxes and aid cash- make big mistakes that exacer- about $300 billion overall - a
strapped states. Obama sent bate the - the problem we slice they said was too small.
energy projects.
Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore.,
But there was little or no his chief political strategist, already have, which is a dramatic,
eye-popping
deficit,"
he
added.
"Just giving people $500
David
Axelrod.
and
incoming
dispute about the need for
or $600, while certainly welaction, and Obama's remarks chief of staff; Rahm Emanuel, added.
Lawmakers in both parties .come when there is all this ecocoincided with a pair of gov- as well as other aides to the
ernment reports showing fresh Capitol for a series ofmeetings were digging into the details- nomic hurt, may not be the
few of which have been made best stimulus." He cited eviweakness in an economy with lawmakers.
public - and not always liking dence that taxpayers used
The
measure
probably
will
already in-crisis. An updated
money from the last economic
reading on unemployment incluqe a bewildering array of what they saw.
Democrats emerging from stimulus measure to pay down
was expected to bring even provisions - from subsidies to
help the newly unemployed a private meeting of the Senate tµeir debt, rather than make
more bad news on Friday.
"If nothing is done, this afford their health care to a Finance Committee had little new purchases.
Republicans noted forerecession could linger for massive new effort to improve positive to say about Obama's
years," with unemployment the energy efficiency of federal tax cut proposals. Sen. Kent casts of a record $1.2 trillion
Conrad. D-N.D., was critical of deficit for the current year and
reaching double digits, Obama ' buildings.
Obama said this week he a proposed tax break for work- said too much additional
said in a speech at George
spending could be harmful.
Mason University in suburban hoped to be able to sign legisla- ers and their families.
"Twenty bucks a week 'We can't buy prosperity with
Vrrginia ''.A bad situation could tion by early to mid-l1ebruary.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. How much of a lift is that going more anp more government
become dramatically worse."
Less than two weeks from D-Calif., promised lawmakers to give?" he said. Nor did he spending," said Rep. John
taking office as the 44th presi- she would cancel next month's sound positive about a pro- Boehner of Ohio, the House
dent, Obama has become planned Presidents'·Day vaca- posed tax break for businesses Republican leader.
In his speech, Obama said
to create jobs. "Iffm a business
increasingly vocal in recent tion if necessary.
"We are not going home person, it's unlikely if you give more bad news was just ahead
days about the need for steps
to revitalize the economy, even without an economic recovery me a several thousand dollar He predicted that on Frida½
going to hire 'We are likely to learn that we
though l;le has continued to package," she said at a news credit that
defer to President George W. conference. Senate Republican people if I can't sell the prod- lost more jobs last year than at
Bush on matters offoreign pol- leader Mitch McConnell of ucts they're producing," he any time since World War II."
There were two governKentucky, at a difference said
icy.
Conrad and others said ment reports released within
Obama's aides and congres- appearance, agreed that
sional Democrats have worked allowed enough time to get the Obama's blueprint included hours of his speech, both
about $10 billion in tax incen- showing more weakness in the
for weeks on legislation to cre- job done.
we
...
don't
want
to
"But
tives
related to energy, out of economy.
ate jobs, help the unemployed,

I'm
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MIKE SCHNEIDER
Associated Press

ORLANDO - A judge
agreed Thursday to some
restrictions on how autopsy
photos and X-rays of a toddler's remains can be viewed
by the defense team for her
mother, who is charged with
killing her.
Orange County Circuit
Judge Stan Strickland agreed
with prosecutors' arguments
that some restrictions are
needed so three discs of digital images from toddler
Caylee Anthony's autopsy do
not find their way into the
media
In a compromise, the judge
approved setting up a secure
Web site that mother Casey
Anthony's attorneys and
defense experts can use to
view the images, which are in
the hands of the local medical
examiner and the prosecutor.
The defense attorneys and
experts would agree not to
make copies.
''When I turn on the TV at
night, it doesn't exactly engender any confidence in the ability to keep things quiet or private in this matter," Strickland
said of the high-profile case.
Casey
Anthony, · 22,
appeared in the courtroom
midway through the hearing,
her first public appearance
since she was indicted for
first-degree murder and other
charges in October.
She had waived her right to
appear but the judge summoned her from the Orange
County Jail to make sure she
didn't want to be there. Casey
Anthony walked into the
courtroom handcuffed and
shackled, dressed in a navy
prison jumpsuit. She responded to the judge's questions
with monosyllabic answers of
'yes' and 'no.'
Caylee was 2 when she disappeared in June, but her
remains were not found until
December. She hadn't been

"They're not
necessarily
gruesome, but
they're
disturbing."
- LINDA DRANE BURDICK
ASSISTANT STATE ATTORNEY

seen for about a month before
her mother reported her missing in July. Police say Casey
Anthony told them she left the
toddler with a baby sitter.
Assistant State Attorney
Linda Drane Burdick said
some of the images show how
the toddler's skull was found
in woods near the house
where she lived with her
mother and grandparents.
"They're not necessarily
gruesome, but they're disturbing," Burdick said.
The prosecutor originally
had asked the judge to prohibit the images from being sent
out of the Orlando area by
mail, carrier service or the
Internet. But defense attorney
Jose Baez argued the restriction would be burdensome
because he had hired forensic
experts who live in New York,
Washington, Colorado, Michigan and North Carolina
"These are experts in their
field who I do not believe will
jeopardize their reputations
by selling photos to the
National Enquirer," Baez said
In a separate hearing
Thursday, another judge ruled
that Casey Anthony will not
have to testify from jail in a
civil defamation lawsuit.
Circuit
Judge
Jose
Rodriguez ruled that Casey
Anthony can answer written
questions from jail rather than
face a videotaped deposition
behind bars.

A4
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Keep current with headlines from around the globe
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million home in a luxury subdivision with its own airstrip
near this small town. Jett died
at the family vacation home in
Grand Bahama last week
More than a dozen
reporters and photographers
gathered outside the Jumbolair Aviation Estates subdivision hours before the afternoon event. They were not
allowed past the main gate,
but caterers and companies
delivering party tents and
tables drove through.
A sign outside the Saddle
Rock cafe in town, where Travolta often stops for a western
omelet, read: "Condolences
to John and Kelly."
The service for Jett is
expected to adhere to the
tenets of the actor's faith. Scientology, and will celebrate
the teen's life.

lnfonnant death in marijuana
sting leads to push for new law
TALLAHASSEE - The
family of a 23-year-old
woman killed in a botched
police drug operation joined
lawmakers in announcing
they'll push for a law to better
protect confidential informants like their daughter.
Rachel Hoffman's mother
and father were at the Capitol
on Thursday to announce
that lawmakers will introduce
a bill called "Rachel's Law."
The bill will require law
enforcement agencies to tell
informants what they will be
required to do and what they
can expect in return.
Hoffman was already participating in a drug treatment
program for possessing marijuana and agreed to become
an informant to avoid prison
time. She was found dead
after a sting operation she
was participating in went
awry. Two men are jailed
awaiting trial on charges of
killing her.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Princeton prepares for 25
percent drop mendowment

•
•
•
•

NATION & WORID

MOUNT LAUREL, N.J. Even Princeton University
isn't exempt from the international economic turmoil.
University
President
Shirley Tilghman announced
Thursday that the school will
look for ways to cut costs by
$50 million in the 2009-10 academic year because its
endowment
is
being
crunched by reeling markets.
Tilghman said in an e-mail
to Princeton students, staff
and alumni that the endowment - valued at $163 billion
in June 2008 - could fall by
about 25 percent by June
2009. The university taps the
endowment each year for
close to half of its operating
budget; the current operating
budget is $1.3 billion, with
$535 million of that from the
endowment. Tilghman said
she wants to take $50 million
less from the endowment
next year.
She also said that financial
aid would be increased to
continue the school's trailblazing policy of meeting
each student's full financial
need with grants. And for
those who pay full tuition,
Tilghman is asking the board
of trustees to approve tuition
and fee increases of 2.9 percent.
To save money, Tilghman
said the school would hold
down the number of visiting
faculty, cut non-personnel
administrative budgets by 5
percent, cap pay increases for
tenured faculty and the highest-paid administrators at
$2,000. Other measures are
also being studied, ranging
from printing fewer documents to charging more rent
for outside groups who use
university facilities.
Also, the university said
that construction projects
under way now will continue,
but that the start of some
being planned might be
delayed.
The university is also asking faculty, staff and students
to suggest other ways to cut
costs.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Smoke and fire caused by explosions from Israeli military operations is seen on the
outskirts of Gaza Gty,Thursday, Jan. 8, 2009. Lebanese militants fired at least three rockets.

Ga., Minn. and Ohio part of
national salmonella outbreak

Arabs negotiate with West on
UN resolution on Gaza

ATLANTA - Georgia,
Ohio and Minnesota are
among the states that are
part of a national salmonella
outbreak that has sent at
least a dozen people to the
hospital and sickened nearly
400 people, officials said
Thursday.
Forty-two states have
reported illnesses from the
same type of salmonella bacteria, totaling at least 388
nationwide, federal health
officials said this week The
U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention is
leading the investigation but
has not yet released the list
of states or determined
which foods were may have
caused people to become
sick
But Georgia health officials said Thursday they've
identified cases in five people who became ill from
mid-October
to
midDecember. No one died, but
at least one person was hospitalized.
In Ohio, 51 people in 20
counties had the same type
of salmonella, which happened about the same time
as the Georgia cases, health
officials said. At least a
dozen were hospitalized.

UNITED NATIONS Arab nations decided
Thursday to put aside their
proposed U.N. Security
Council resolution demanding an immediate cease-fire
in Gaza and negotiate on a
rival text put forward by
Britain and backed by the
United States and France,
diplomats said.
The move came on the
third day of an emergency
council meeting demanded
by the Arabs to try to end the
fighting in Gaza.
Arab nations had been
pressing for a council vote
Thursday on their newly
revised resolution, which
not only would demand an
end to all military activity in
Gaza but also mention
Hamas by name and call for
an international force to prevent arms smuggling - two
key U.S. demands.
But the changes in the
Arab text didn't meet all the
demands of the United
States and its key Western
allies, Britain and France, all
veto-wielding members of
the council.
Those nations countered
by shelving a weaker "presidential statement" they had
proposed Wednesday and
introducing a rival resolution, diplomats said. Details
of the British-drafted text
were not released.

Ala. cop accused of faking
abduction, stealing money
LAS VEGAS An
Alabama police sergeant
accused of faking his abduction, stealing money and flying to Vegas won't contest a
return back home to face
charges.
Faron
White
Sgt.
appeared before a Las Vegas
judge Thursday by teleconference from jail, where he's
been held since his arrest
Monday in a hotel lobby.
A court ,official says the
judge gllve · authorities 30
days to transfer the 48-yearold back to his home in
Decatur, Ala
Authorities at first feared
foul play after White failed
to return to his wife and children after work late Friday.
But investigators grew
suspicious, and now say
they think White stole
$70,000 in confiscated drug
money, got a ride to the airport from his girlfriend and
flew to Las Vegas to try to
win money to pay off gambling and other debts.

Visitor count drops in China last
year despite Olympic Games
BEIJING - The number
of travelers to China
dropped by 2 million in 2008
in what was supposed to be
a banner year for tourism
but became one dampened
by Olympics-related security measures and the global
economic crunch.
It was the first decline in
visitor numbers since 2003,
when a deadly outbreak of
severe acute respiratory syndrome, SARS, kept many
people away.
The number of inbound
travelers fell to 130 million
last year, China's National
Tourism Administration
said on its Web site.
''.All
major inbound
source markets, except for
Hong Kong and Russia,
slumped last year amid the
economic downturn," the
administration's director,
Shao Qiwei, was quoted as
saying by the official China
Daily newspaper Thursday.
Neither statement mentioned other factors affecting travel to China, though
industry
experts
also
blame d ·t ightened visa
restrictions before the Beijing Olympics and a May
e arthquake in southwest
China that left 90,000 dead
or missing.
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UN, Red Cross curtail Gaza aid
shipments and criticize Israel
JERUSALEM The
U.N. and the Red Cross curtailed aid shipments in the
Gaza Strip on Thursday
after accusing Israeli forces
of firing on their drivers,
killing one. The threat of a
wider conflict arose when
militants in Lebanon fired
two rockets into northern
Israel
One rocket crashed into a
retirement home, but there
were no serious injuries.
Israel responded with mortar shells.
During a three-hour
pause in the fighting to allow
in food and fuel and let
medics collect the dead,
nearly three dozen bodies
were found beneath the rubble of bombed out buildings
in Gaza City.
Many of the dead were in
the same neighborhood
where the international Red
Cross said rescuers discovered young children too
weak to stand who had
stayed by their dead mothers. The aid group accused
Israel of an "unacceptable"
delay in allowing workers to
reach the area

Putin: Russia will charge.
Ukraine the market gas price
MOSCOW Prime
Minister Vladimir Putin
says Russia will charge
Ukraine full market price
for natural gas and will
agree to pay a higher, market-based fee to ship that gas
over Ukrainian pipelines.
Putin has blamed corruption in Ukraine for the Russia-Ukraine gas dispute that
cut gas supplies to the European Union this week
He urged the European
Union on Thursday to
quickly send observers to
Ukraine to oversee the transit gas shipments to Europe.
Ukrainian officials have
denied Russian accusations
that they siphoned off gas
intended for Europe, saying
instead they needed to use
some of the Russian gas to
keep the pipelines running.
Putin insists that Ukraine
must use its own gas for that
purpose.

- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Duke to request proof before giving student info out
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file sharing activity online and
send out notices when they
find infringing activity, according to Joel Hartman, UCF vice
provost for Information Technologies and Resources and the
university's DMCA agent.
''When we receive properly
formatted takedown notices, I
forward them to the Information Security Office who is
obliged to investigate each
one," Hartman said
"Generally, this involves
confirming a violation or not
confirming it, then sending a
notice to the person at the IP
address if we can identify
them."
Takedown notices are sent
out to the persons who allegedly have unlawfull-9" taken or
used a song. The designated
agent who sends the notice is
generally the agent whose site
the song was used on. The
agent explains why the song is
taken down. If the person feels
the song was removed unfairly,

..
.
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•

•
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•

then they have the option to file
a counter notice to the agent.
According to Hartman,
copyright holders often monitor their content by pretending
to be a student looking to
download files illegally.
"[Copyright holders] can't
find it until you've got it," Hartman said. "The companies
can't detect the sharing, just the
offering."
Sharing is often called "making available" and leads to
infringement by students who
may or may not realize that
their entire music library
shares music when they use
programs like Kazaa.
Once a copyright holder
establishes that a student has
downloaded a file illegally, they
contact the student's university.
This step is taken by the
RIAA, a trade group that represents large record labels in the
U.S. and researches, protects
and monitors music and laws
regarding the music industry.
According to New York
City-based lawyer Ray Becker-

"When I get an infringement
notice, I want the student to
know right ~way."
- LARRY MONETA

VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS AT DUKE UNIVERSITY

man, the RIAA only has the IP

address of a student. They subpoena their personal information from the university.
The subpoenas are received
through "ex parte motion,"
which is when one side meets
with a judge without notifying
the accused party. When this
happens, a student has no
option but to comply because
they have "no idea what's going
on,''. Beckerman said
Beckerman advises that the
university agree to comply only
if the copyright holders go
through the normal procedures
and "give students time to
obtain legal counsel"

Duke will now issue followup letters to the RIAA requesting proof of infringement in the
form of a third-party IP address.
According to Moneta, Duke
has received 1,000 ·infringement notices in the past year,
40 of them pre-litigation
notices.
· "When I get an infringement notice, I want the student
to know right away,'' Moneta
said ''Ifl get a settlement letter,
I want to make sure the trans~
action occurred But if! know a
violation occurred, I have no
problem giving out their information."
UCF has never received a

pre-litigation notice. Although.
according to Hartman, they get
an average of 1.5 takedown
notices a day.
Although he could not specify the measures UCF uses to
prevent file sharing, Hartman
did say that they do not use a
monitoring tool
'We have technical means
that limit file-sharing activity,
and no computer in the residence hall can be directly
accessed by the outside Inter·net," Hartman said "That way;
residence hall computers are
prevented from sharing."
If the time comes and prelitigation notices arrive, Hartman is unsure of what the policy will be.
Hartman said when the lawsuits first started happening, he
asked Vice President and General Counsel member Scott
Cole what he recommended. ·
·~t the ti.me, he suggested
we forward them if we had the
ability to determine who the
person was," Hartman said.
''But, now, I think what we'll do

is let it rest, and the first time
we get one, take it up again and
seek advice from the General
Counsel based on current practice."
Still, the university must
find a balance.
''I do think that in a sense,
there are two competing values," Moneta said. "On one
hand, it is in our interest to support student's rights to privacy.
They're entitled to confiden,tiality. On the other hand, the
university clearly has a major
stake in protecting intellectual
property. How do we find a
middle groundr'
Beckerman has his own
advice for students.
''Never buy any muslc from
the Big 4 recording companies,"
Beckerman said, referring to
Sony Music Entertainment,
EMI, Universal and Warner.
''Every day there's more independent music."
"Stay away from those crazy
people. They're maniacs," he
said ''They are vile people who
work on fear and intimidation."

Tread lightly where credit cards and loans are concerned
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FIVE TIPS FOR MANAGING STUDENT LOAN DEBT

"Student loans
should be used to
help with
educational
expenses and
when used solely
for that purpose,
they allow
students to enroll
who otherwise
could not afford to
attend_college."

"I receive a federal, subsidized loan from my bank
just to help pay the bills and
stuff," said Mirabal. "My
mom did Florida Prepaid,
and I also .receiye 75 percent
Bright Futures, so I use the
loan to pay rent and books
and stuff; sometimes it's still
not enough."
According to the College
Board, students attending
in-state, four-year public
universities will have spent
a totatl of more than $80,000
by the time they graduate.
The overall costs of
tuition, fees, textbooks and
rent can be overwhelming
on a part-time or non-existent salary. And consider '
that some students are now
- LISA MINNICK
taking four-year college
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR AT THE OFFICE OF
tracks at a·pace of five or six
STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
years, and that number has
the potential to jump to a
more than $100,000 price
tag for a college education, ate. So, despite their conaccording to the college cost venience, student loans can
projector at FinAid.org.
create a prison of long-term
"College, plain and sim- debt.
ple, is getting out of reach,"
This growing financial
said Christopher Penn, pro- strain is further complicated
ducer of FinancialAidPod- by the faltering American
cast.com, in his 869th economy. As Penn notes,
installment.
parents of college-age stu"I just have one credit dents are reluctant to cash
card in case of an emer- in on weakened, non-liquid
gency," junior health sci- assets to help their children
ences major Analiese Wagn- cope with college payments,
er said. "But sometimes I so college money is more
end up paying for books or likely than ever to come
tuition with it. It's just too from loans.
.much."
In the last 12 years, the
The predatory practice amount of money awarded
by credit card companies of through student loans
sending out myriad card increased by nearly 750 peroffers presents a temptation cent, according to the Colthat further leaves students lege Board.
vulnerable to debilitating
But there are ways to
postgraduate debt.
avoid accumulating debt
"Every week I probably while saving money, says
get about four new credit Lisa Minnick, associate
card offers in the mail," director at the Office of StuWagner said.
dent Financial Assistance.
Student loans can be
"First, it's important for
either a federal loan, such as students to know how much
the Stafford Loan, or a pri- it costs to attend UCF,'' Minvate or alternative loan, nick said in an e -mail intersuch as the Signature or view. "They can find this
Continuing Education loans. information online by visitWhatever form they ing the UCF Office of Stucome in though, loans are a dent Financial Assistance
temporary money fix that Web site."
most likely come with interThen, they should conest and that a student has to sider the broader picture by
pay back when they gradu- adjusting for housing, utili-

1.TAKE STOCK OF YOUR LOANS
To best manage your studentloan debt you should know:

How much you owe in student loans
What your student loan interest rates are
What you monthly student loan payments will be
You can access information about your Federal student loans on the National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS), using your FAFSA PIN.
2. PAY ATTENTION TO YOUR LOANS WHILE IN SCHOOL
It is easy for students to forget about student loan debt because they aren't required to make payments while in school. However, as college tuition and the average student loan
debt increases, it is becoming more important that students start managing their student loan debt while still in s~hool. Parents are also given the option to defer payments until
their children graduate, but this can have a ballooning effect on the loans. Paying down student loans or student loan interest during school is definitely a better financial plan for
both students and parents who can afford it.

3. PAY OFF YOUR HIGH-INTEREST LOANS FIRST

Some education loans have higher interest rates than others. Typically, Federal student loans such as Stafford Loans or PLUS loans have lower interest rates than private loans.
Although a large Federal student loan balance may be more daunting, a few thousand dollars in private loan debt may carry a much higher interest rate.When you have extra
money, put it towards your higher interest rate loans and you'll save more money in the long run.
·
4. UTILIZE ALL BORROWER BENEFITS OFFERED BYYOUR LENDER

Borrower benefits are money-saving incentives that lenders offer to students and parents on their education loans. Lenders use these benefits to reward borrowers who make
consistent on-time payments, enroll in an automatic debit program, or utilize tools created by the lender that better manage monthly student loan payments. These benefits can .
come in the form of interest rate reductions, where a discount is taken off the interest rate. They can also be offered as principal reductions, where the borrower receives a loan
credit or money offthe total balance oftheir loan. Taking advantage of these benefits can help you save money and pay off your student loans faster.
5. CONSIDER STUDENT LOAN CONSOLIDATION OR"REFINANCING"

Student loan consolidation has recently grown in popularity and is becoming a common method for students and parents to manage their education debtWhether you have just
one loan or 20 loans, you can use student loan consolidation as a tool to manage educatiqn debt and possibly save thousands of dollars in the process. Student loan consolidation
can:
/'
Combine your loans into one easy payment (if you have more than one)
Reduce your monthly payments
Save you money with borrower benefits such as discounts off your interest rate.
- FORUMS.KIPLINGER.COM

ties and general living
expenses, Minnick says.
Students should also
apply for as many scholarships as they can. Scholarships are an easy way to
make money toward an education, and they usually only
require an essay, a cover letter and resume.
Scholarships.com,
FinAid.org, and CollegeBoard.com are all Web sites
that offer extensive lists of
scholarships for students in
every field of study.
"The bes~ way to successfully compete for the highly
coveted scholarship dollars
is to be consistent in the
search," Minnick said. "Students often give up after
submitting just a few applications or · reviewing the
scholarship listing for just a
short time. Scholarships are
advertised year-round."
Finally, students should
consider loans only as a last
resort, and they should use
them sparingly and responsibly, but they should not be
entirely discounted as an

option. Incoming students
should file their FAFSA applications as soon as possible.
"Student loans should be
used to help with educational
expenses,'' said Minnick, "and
when used solely for that purpose, they allow students to
enroll who otherwise could
not afford to attend college"
As soon as a student
applies for a loan, though,
they should already b~ figur-

ing out how they are going to
pay it back
"If you take a loan," Mirabal
said, "make sure that the interest is low and make sure that
you actually have a plan and
don't wait until the last
minute."
For a college student, the
immediate financial future
may seem bleak. The number
of student loan recipients has
increased more than eight-

fold in the past 12 years. The
average §tudent debf upon
graduation has increased to
th~ highest it has,,ever been
and is expected to continue to
increase.
But financial experts and
advisers agree that students
who practice responsible
spending and long-term planning can expect to be spared a
mountain of trouble when
their college careers are over.
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EWB members say experience has moving effect
FROM

A1

with chlorine or UV light.
The cisterns will help
tainable engineering projects relieve the population during
and training engineers and the three months of dry season
engineering students.
each year.
EWB at UCF will be helping
Four UCF students of EWB
HERO, a Georgia-based non- traveled to Haiti for five days
profit organization, in building during the winter break to do
oversized cisterns - tanks for evaluation, research and planstoring water - to catch rain- ning of the project. In addition
water.
to Crawford, Tina Hierholzer,
James Crawford, an environ- Anna Pepper and Katherine
mental engineering major and Moore traveled to Haiti to reppresident of EWB, said they resent UCF.
will keep the water circulating.
The trip was funded in part
with some sort of windmill and by the Student Government
will disinfect the water either Association and in part by

AECOM Water.
''It's important for students
to see how engineering can
expand public health and how
it affects people to better their
quality of life," said William
"Billy'' Marshall, a professional
engineer with AECOM.
Haiti is the least-developed
country in the Western Hemisphere, according to the U.S.
Department of State.
''You see life at its minima),"
Crawford said.
HERO's co-founder and
vice-president, Bruce Goddard,
said the organization's priority

is to impact the children and
to "provide them safe drinking water so they can go to
school and impact their communities and their own country," Goddard said.
The main source of water
in Mare Brignole is a natural
spring in the mountains,
which recently tested positive for coliforms, a type of
contamination bacteria from
animal fecal materials. This
type of contamination may
contain pathogens.
"The situation is pretty
bad," Moore said. "There is
not any clean drinking water,
and we tested three different
sources."
Crawford said diarrhea,
which can cause death and
dehydration in sick children,
is a common occurrence in
the community, .
"Walking the distance of
the path to the spring was a
unique experience," Crawford said.
According to Crawford, he
had a very humbling experience when he came back
home and turned the faucet
on and immediately had a
safe and reliable source of
water.
Hierholzer, a computer
science major, said she also
had a new perspective on
what it means to have clean
running water.
"Seeing how poor they are
and actually putting a name
to the faces you see reinforces the reason we were
there, seeing how much they
really need us," Hierholzer
said.
Pepper, a civil engineering .
major, said she related to parents in Haiti because she is a
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EWB-USA projects come from people identifying needs within a developing community
and then informing EWB-USA of the need in the community via a 501 - Project
Application. Project Applications can be submitted by EWB-USA Chapters, NGO's or the
community themselves. Above is a flow chart of how a project is approved.

raise $15,000 to carry on with
the project.
EWB is registered as a
club with SGA and is open to
all UCF students. For Crawford, being part of EWB gives
students knowledge and
experience of real-life engi- ·
neering, to think outside the
box, to do research and to
raise funds.
"We want to stress the
importance of non-engineering majors joining our chapter,'' Crawford said.
EWB will meet once a
month and will announce a
date for the first meeting of
the year on its Web site.

mother.
"Parents in developing
countries feel the same way
as parents here; we want the
best for our children," Pepper
said. "The rain catchment cistern is the most economical
and immediate solution for
the water problem in Mare
Brignole."
Goddard predicts that the
rain water collection cistern,
with treatment and filtration,
will affect 3,000 to 5,000 people in the immediate area
EWB's goal is to finish the
water project in Mare Brignole by the end of the year.
For now, they still need to

Invisible crime prevalent in U.S.
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ing signs with statements
'like "Stop Modem-Day Slavery." The group will also pass
out water bottles printed
with the trafficking hotline
number to the area's homeless.
Even though this is the
first march FCAHT has put
on in Orlando, the response
has been strong. Lares has
seen support from several
individuals and groups at
UCF, including Sigma Chi
and the College Democrats.
Lares learned about the
trafficking problem, which
affects more than 800,000
people worldwide . every
year, when he met Anna
Rodriguez, the FCAHT
founder and president. He
became inspired when he
heard Rodriguez talk about
the crime of labor and sex
trafficking that was happening "here in Florida - not
just in some far-away thirdworld country,'' Lares said in
an e-mai1 interview. He said,
"how can this be happening
right here in the U.S.A?"
Julie Allen, a political science major and member of
the College Democrats, is
excited to network with
other people who are dedicated to ending human trafficking.
"Trafficking and other
human rights abuses happen
all over the world all the
time," AUen said. "Because
we are Americans, we think
that none of the bad stuff
happens here, and the unfortunate thing is that if people
do not know there is a problem, it cannot be fixed.''
Allen is hopeful that the
event will raise awareness in
the Orlando area
"I hope the march brings
human trafficking to people's attention because it so
often an invisible crime to
average Americans," Allen
said.
Matt Roulan, along with
his fraternity brothers in
Sigma Chi, will be participating in the march. Roulan said
he is excited to learn more
about the issue and spread
his knowledge to other people.
Roulan was inspired to do
the march when he learned
that human trafficking
occurs in the United States.
He said he had no idea that
trafficking was taking place
in Florida and feels "shocked
that we, as a nation, have
allowed this to happen.''
"This is an important
issue that people need to be
informed about and learn
that this _ is a serious issue

HUMAN TRAFFICKING
AVAILABLE STATISTICS

Due to the"hidden" nature of trafficking activities, gathering statistics on the
magnitude of the problem is a complex and difficult task.The following statistics
are the most accurate available, given these complexities, but may represent an
underestimation of trafficking on a global and national scale.
Each year,an estimated 600,000 to 800,000 men, women,and childrt!h are
trafficked acros~ international borders (some-international and nongovernmental oiganizationq,lace tbe number far higher),.and the trade is
growi.ng. (U.S. Depa~nt of5tate.2004. Trafficking-in Persons Report.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of State:,

.,

Of the 600,000-800,000 people traffid<ed across intematiortal borders each year,

70 percent are female and 50 percent are children.The majority of these victims
are forced into the commercial sex trade. (Ibid.)
Each year, an estimated 14,500 to 17,500 foreign nationals are trafficked into the
United States.The number of U.S. citizens trafficked within the country each year
is even higher, with an estimated 200,000 American children at risk for trafficking
into the sex industry. (U.S. Department ofJustice. 2004. Report to Congress from
Attorney General John Ashcroft on U.S. Government Efforts to Combat Trafficking
in Persons in Fiscal Year 2003. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice.)
The largest number of people trafficked into the United States come from East
Asia and the Pacific (5,000 to 7,000 victims). The next highest numbers come
from Latin America and from Europe and Eurasia, with between 3,500 and 5,500
victims from each. (U.S. Departments of Justice, Health & Human Services.State,
Labor, Homeland Security, Agriculture, and the U.S. Agency for International
Development. 2004. Assessment of U.S. Government Activities to Combat
Trafficking in Persons.Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice.)
THE U.S. RESPONSE
The United States government has taken steps to address trafficking both
· nationally and globally.The Victims ofTrafficking and Violence Protection Act of
2000 (TVPA), and its reauthorization in 2003 (TVPRA),provides extensive
protections and services for victims oftrafficking found in the United States
regardless of nationality.This statute defines"severe forms of trafficking in
persons"as:
Sex trafficking in which a commercial sex act is induced by force, fraud or coercion,
or in which the person induced to perfonn such act has not attained 18 years of
age;or
The recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for
labor or services, through the use offorce, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of
subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery. (106 P.L

.,

.

'

386: 114 Stat 1470,Sec.103 (8))

Victims of trafficking are eligible for benefits through several government channels.
In addition, non- governmental, community, and faith-based organizations around
the country continue to provide a wide range ofsocial services for both U.S.- and
foreign-born trafficking victims. American citizens who are victims of domestic
traffid<ing are eligible for social services such as Medicaid, food stamps, and housing
subsidies. Foreign-born victims can access similar services as they move through the
"certification" process, which gives such victims legal immigrant status under the
TVPA.

'

Foreign victims receive services from grantee organizations who receive funds
from OVC and Health and Human Services.The services funded by these offices
not only provide victims with the essentials for day to day living, but also the
training and educational opportunities that will allow them to become selfsufficient in this country.
- U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (WWW.OJP.USDOJ.GOV)

and needs to be put to an
end," Roulan said.
As a result of the march,
Lares said he hopes to see
more volunteers join the
coalition and help bring
awareness to the community.
"We can then be prepared
for outreach and hopefully
rescuing victims here in
Orlando," Lares said.
Lares is excited for the
march because of the rare
opportunity it provides.
"This will be a unique
event as we bring together

every political party, faith
and non-faith-based groups,
liberals [and] conservatives
with one voice to speak out
against modem day slavery,"
Lares said.
The march will take place
this Sunday from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. at Lake Eola in downtown Orlando. Volunteers
should meet on the benches
behind the Veteran's Memorial Statue. Following the
march will be an information
session on human trafficking.
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Senior guard Jermaine Taylor, seen here throwing down an alley-oop in UCF's 70-S7 victory against Holy Cross on Tuesday, is seventh in the nation with 23.6 points per game, although he is averaging just 6.7 points per game against Memphis.

UCF ·n eeds solid 1st half to stay with
reigning C-USA champs Memphis
RYAN BASS
NEXT GAME

Tigers' slow start
has some doubting
their excellence

Staff Writer

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

One of the sticking points of success in
team sports is that you are never far away
from everyone wanting to write a team's
obituary at the first sign of trouble. Case in
point: the 2008-09 Memphis Tigers Men's
Basketball team.
The Tigers, the reigning three-time
champion of Conference USA. did not lose
more than three games in each of the past
three seasons. But after tallying three losses through nine.games this season, they fell
out ofthe Top 25 and the concerns began to
pile in: What's wrong with Memphis?
Even winning doesn't seem to be helping people's perception of Memphis.
Although the Tigers have rebounded to
win their past five games, they dropped
from 30 to 32 in the most recent Associated Press poll
But UCF head coach Kirk Speraw isn't
fooled by the numbers. While they may
not be as invincible in conference play as
in the past, he knows that Memphis is still
the benchmark for every team in C-USA
"They may not be the No. I ranked team
in the country, but cripes, they might be
one ofthe top 10 or 12 in the country," Speraw said Tuesday.
Memphis no longer boasts the likes of

LANCE MURPHEY / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Freshman Tyreke Evans was recently moved to point guard
and is leading Memphis in scoring with 16.S points per game.

Derrick Rose and Chris Douglas-Roberts,
but the current squad still has plenty of
pro-level talent. This group is led by freshman guard Tyreke Evans.
Evans came to Memphis with a lot of
hype. A top-five recruit out of high school,
many saw him as the man to follow in
PLEASE SEE SPERAW ON

A8

Jan. IO, 2008. It's been the date circled
on calendars since the day the UCF\
Men's Basketball team , released' its
schedule a couple months back. It's the
day that national powerhouse and
defending Conference USA Champion
Memphis Tigers stroll into the UCF
Arena. It's going to be one of the biggest
games ever played in the there: just ask
Jermaine Taylor.
"I mean, this is a big game," Taylor
said after the 70-57 win against Holy
Cross on Tuesday. "It's Memphis. Fans
are going to be expecting us to play hard,
and that's what we're going to do. We're
just going to try to make a name for ourselves and go out and give it all we have."
The Knights (10-4) are going to try to
derail a team that comes into the game
riding a five-game win streak and averaging 78.9 points per game while holding opponents to just above 61 points
per game. Memphis (11-3) boasts three
players in their starting lineup that average double-figure points per game, with
freshman Tyreke Evans leading the pack
at 16.5 points per game.
For UCF to be successful, they have
to prevent Memphis from getting out to
an early lead in the first half. The Tigers
have outscored their opponents 547-402

Jlvs.
UCF

v

Memphis

Saturday, 5 p.m. IUCF Arena

D
_

For updates from
the game, go to
' www.UCFNews.com

in the opening period of games. UCF
needs to come out firing early to be able
to keep up with the high-octane Tiger
offense.
"It's real important [to play well
early] because they are a good team."
Taylor said. "If we let them get off early,
and we don't come out and play, they
will go up 20, and then it's going to be
real hard for us to come back like we
have been doing in these last few games.
So we've just got to come out, control
the game, not turn the ball over and just
play our game."
At home, the Knights have been playing their games to perfection. UCF holds
an 8-0 record at home this season and
PLEASE SEE

TAYLOR'S ON A8

Three shining ·stars from the 2008 NFL season
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

-

With the NFL regular season
over and the playoffs in full
swing, most former UCF players
are stuck watching the postseason from home.
Only Philadelphia's Asante
Samuel and New York's Darcy
Johnson and Leger Douzable
remain in the quest for the Super
Bowl, and after Sunday, when
the Eagles play the Giants, that
will all change.
· But here is a look back at the
best performances by former
.Knights during the 2008 season.

Best offensive player
Brandon Marshall (Denver Broncos)
Marshall led the Broncos in
receiving for the second consecutive year, catching 104 balls the third most in the NFL - for

1,265 yards - the seventh most
in the league.
Marshall, who missed the
first game of the season because
of a suspension, started off his
season with an 18-catch, 166-yard
performance in Week 2 against
San Diego.
He followed that with a 155yard game against New Orleans,
but the wide receiver would
have just one 100-yard game the
rest of the season.
Marshall is the first wide
receiver since Rod Smith to lead
the Broncos in receiving in consecutive seasons.

Best defensive player
Rashad Jeanty {Cincinnati Bengals)
Jeanty had 30 tackles in the
first four games for the Bengals,
en route to a career-high 96 tackles this season.
The linebacker, who had 99

~-4111-..=.,==------,
._
Team:
Detroit Lions.

This season:

Jeanty was second on
the Bengals with 96
total taddes,and he
forced two fumbles.

career tackles heading into 2008,
also forced two fumbles for a
defense that ranked 12th in the
league in total defense.
Jeanty had a season-high 13
tackles against Baltimore in
Week 13, his second game of
2008 in which he registered at
least 10 total tackles.
Jeanty is now a restricted free
agent, which means he can negotiate with other clubs but that

This season:

Playing for the dismal
Lions,Smith came 24
yards shy of reaching
1,000 for the season.

the Bengals have the ability to
match any offer he receives.

Best rookie
Kevin Smith (Detroit Lions) .
Smith showed why he was
right to jump to the NFL following his junior season, rushing 238
times for 976 yards and eight
touchdowns.
The running back likely
would have broken the 1,000-

This season:

Marshall had his second consecutive 100catch, 1,200-yard season in 2008.
yard mark had the Lions made
him the feature back earlier in
the season.
Smith carried the load for the
first two games of the season,
but then Detroit decided to platoon him with Rudi Johnson for
the next few weeks.
Smith finished with two 100yard games and showed versatility by catching 39 balls for 286
yards.

•
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Speraw: Memphis D better than 2007
FROM

A7

Rose's footsteps. Like Rose,
Evans was expected to lead the
Tigers and set them up for
another deep run in March
before confirming himself as a
one-and-done player. After 14

games, those comparisons seem
to be premature. Evans has
shown a lot of natural scoring
ability, but there are also noticeable flaws in his game.
Evans is averaging 165 points
per game, but he is also committing four turnovers per game,

Must mention ad and l!l'.lct to
recelwe offer. Not ond with
anJ other offers.
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20 WINGS FOR
48WINGSfOR

60(WINGS
ALL DAY

FLAVOR
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and some say that he is not a
team player when it comes
to distributing the basketball He is also shooting just
SHUFFLING STARTERS
28 percent from beyond the
The Tigers have had seven players
arc.
start at least five games this season.
Moving a player with a
PILING ON
shoot-first, shoot-second
mindset to point guard
Memphis is shooting just 43
doesn't sound wise. Yet,
percent from the field, but the
since head coach John CaliTigers lead C-USA in scoring with
pari moved Evans from
78.9 points per game.
shooting guard to point
guard after the Tigers' loss
to Syracuse on Dec. 20, yet they are still a team that
Memphis has been unbeat- expects to vie for a national
en and has rediscovered its championship. You can only
high-powered offense. The do that if you have plenty of
Tigers have scored at least quality depth. which Mem80 points in four of the five phis certainly has. Seven
games since the lineup players have already started
at least five games for the
change.
"Tyreke should have · Tigers this season.
been our point guard from
With players such as
Day 1," Calipari told the Evans, Dozier and AnderMemphis
Commercial son to go along with freshAppeal on Monday. "Whose man guard/forward Wesley
fault is that? Mine, and that's Witherspoon, Memphis is
why I kept saying let me fig- strewn with players who are
ure out the team. Don't versatile, athletic and problame these kids:'
vide
many,
difficult
While the offense has matchups.
struggled at times, the
It has been that way for
Tigers' defense seems to be quite a while. On Jan. 31,
top notch once again. Evans 2007, the last time the
is averaging three steals per Tigers faced the Knights in
game, and Memphis ranks Orlando, a then-record
in the top 10 in the nation in 4,805 people came out to
both steals and blocks what is now The Venue and
behind the contributions of saw athleticism from the
Evans and forwards Robert likes of Douglas-Roberts
Dozier and Shawn Taggart. and Joey Porsey exhaust
Also, guard Antonio Ander- the Knights on the way to
son is considered to be one an 87-65 victory.
The Tigers were ranked
of the best overall defensive
players in college basketball No. 11 that day. They head
Saturday, expect him to into tomorrow's game out of
be all over UCF's Jermaine the top 25. But in Speraw's
Taylor, who is averaging 23.6 mind, those numbers are all
points per game, seventh- relative. No matter whether
there is or isn't a number
best in the nation.
"[The Tigers] are actual- next to the ·opponent's
ly playing better defense name, he knows that his
this year than they did last squad will need to be ready
year,'' Speraw said Tuesday. for a battle against what is
"So they might be a tougher still one of the nation's most
team to beat than they were dangerous teams.
last year because they are so
"The misconception is
much better than they were everybody thinks they have
last year."
dropped off the face of the
The Tigers come in earth." Speraw ,s aid. "They
waves. They have lost three are really, really, really
starters to the NBA in two of good, especially on the
the past three seasons, and . defensive end."

NEWS TO NOTE

II
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Taylor's offense key
for Knights success
FROM

A7

has averaged 84.1 points
per game at the UCF Arena.
Dating back to last season, the
Knights have won 12 consecutive games at home.
For Memphis, it will be
their second road game of the
season. The Tigers' last game
away from Memphis was a
match-up with No. 9-ranked
Georgetown back on· Dec. 13,
when the Hoyas defeated the
Tigers 79-70 in overtime.
The Knights come into this
game riding a win streak of
their own. Dating back to Dec.
20, the Knights have won five
consecutive games. Jermaine
Taylor is the biggest reason for
that streak.
Taylor leads C-USA in scoring at 23.6 points per game and
has scored 21 or more points in
each of those five games,
including two outings with
more than 30 points.
Head coach Kirk Speraw
thinks this game is not only a
match-up of good teams, but a
chance for fans to see just how
good a player Jermaine Taylor
is.
"They're going to see some
of the best·players in the country, Jermaine being one of
them," Speraw said after Tues-

day's game. "I think it's going
to be a great opportunity for
this community to see a high.
high level of basketball being
played in the arena. And I
hope the community understands that. I think the community needs to understand
how good Jermaine Taylor is
because they're missing out
on one of the best players in
the country."
The Knights are hoping
that this game against Merophis breaks the all-time attendance record, which stands at
7,097 and was set Jan.12 oflast
season when Tulsa traveled to
the UCF Arena for the C-USA
opener. The game is being
labeled a "blackout" with fans
being encouraged to wear
black for the game.
Speraw hopes that fans
make a day out of the event
and even consider tailgating
before the 5 p.m. tipoff.
"Hopefully, we can have a
response where people number one are aware that this
game is happening, that
they're aware that it's a 5 p.m
game," Speraw said. "Come
out and do some tailgating on
a Saturday afternoon ... and
that we can have a fanny in
every seat in this arena. I think
that would be pretty special"
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UCF's Tony Davis will face a bevy of athletic forwards when the Knights face Memphis.
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Alias Punch ..
delivers
knockout
performance

•

•

MADISON BERNATH
Contributing Writer

,,

Fans lined the bar, bathed in dim red lights'
and waves of cigarette smoke, as Alias Punch
stepped out onto the stage at Wmter Park's
The Haven on Monday night.
As the first few notes of "Pork Chop President" blasted down from the stage, the wall
between the artist and audience was broken,
and a connection was made.
Round tables filled with bobbing heads
were scattered across the room. Two women
in their early 20s, one dressed in a blue flapper dress and the other in a '20s wedding
dress, waved their arms and circled around
each other, dancing to the intricate drum
solos, catchy riffs and cynical lyrics of Alias
Punch.
Alias Punch is composed of three alter
egos: Arkie Jay on drums, Jasper Blue on lead
guitar and Dusty Mondy on bass and vocals.
Although the band doesn't want to trap itself
into one particular genre or mold, its members liken themselves most to the rock band
Sonic Youth.
Mondy plays the role of reluctant front
man, shying away from the microphone in
between songs, despite the fact that he played
so hard that he lost his raccoon hat in the middle of "Dark Habits."
Blue claims he brings sloppiness to the
table, but "Pork Chop President's" doublepedal action suggests t1!at Blue has more
expertise than he lets on.

.
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lertility Statue ,
Exhibit at Ripley's
Believe It or Not!
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WHITNEY HAMRICK
Staff Writer

,9:30DJ1l.-1lp.m.

Thinking back on the previous year's
many important achievements and advancements in our nation's history will welcome a
warm, cuddly feeling in your heart. With the
highest record of voter turnout, the 2008
election signals the satisfying end of the
reign of terror brought forth by the Bush
administration and the arrival of a new president whose articulate maturity inspired a
nation, whether you voted for him or not.
Then there's the bad The recession and
current pressure against economic welfare
imposed on everyone provides a worrisome
intimidation on all those hoping to maintain
a position in or enter the workforce as budget cuts, foreclosures and bankruptcy are ever
present.
That bites and it's scary, and if any of us
can hope to be successful with the tumultuous circumstances presented, a lot of creativity and networking will be necessary.
Lucky for you, this is the Variety section,
where potentially delusional exploits of
escapism, materialism, iconoclasm and
superficiality allow you a harbor - an oasis
if you will - against the scary, difficult truths
we all want to avoid - at least on the weekends.
Ergo, for the sake of all that is Variety, we
invite you to voice in on what you thought
was good and bad about 2008. To get the discourse going, I would like to present you with .
what caught my attention in television,
movies, music and local phenomenon.
Music: I probably paid more attention to

free
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Raneri of Bayside and

others,$12

Film Slam at
Enzian Theater
1 p.m.

featuring short films
by local filmmakers,
$5
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Alias Punch's vocalist and bassist Dusty Mondy takes the stage
at The Haven in Winter Parle Monday night.

'
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Revelers ring in the new year at Wall Street Plaza in downtown Orlando. Partygoers celebrated the dawning of 2009 with drinks and dancing until 3 a.m.
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JNLINE COVERAGE
Cultural Pop
by Kris Kelly
Scary spiders crawl all over the screen
in Deadly Creatures, an upcoming
video game.

The best and worst films of
2008 &Quick Flix
by William Goss
Reviews of the best movies last year, as
well as reviews of a few you might see
this weekend.

That's What She Says
by Billie Hartl
Our relationship columnist spent New
Year's Eve out on the prowl.

Reign store review
by Ricky Ly
New store puts urban streetwear on the
map.

For more on these stories go to

www.UCFNews.com

MOVIETIMES

Fashion trends for the upcom~ng year
MARY CRISTOBAL
Staff Writer
Red, white and blue. It's a
new year, a new semester and
a new president. What better
way to show off your patriotism this spring than by
embracing a new trend: The
all-American nautical style.
Marc by Marc Jacobs showcased a subtle version of the
nautical look for its spring collection, but if you're not crazy
about the idea of dressing like
the Fourth of July, here are
some of the other top trends
for the spring semester.

Prints
Tiny floral prints and
stripes sprang up in various
collections such as Betsey
Johnson and Marc by Marc
Jacobs.

Colors

paired with neutrals like
khakis as seen in Rachel
Corney and Philosophy di
Alberta Ferretti.

tion,
marrying
tough with feminine. Stripes and
floral are matched
in Nanette Lepore's collection.
But for a heavenly
match, both patterns must have
the same color
scheme.

seen on the runways? Jeans
are scrunched and folded this
spring to show off ankles as
seen in the William Rast collection.

Blouses

Dresses

Ruffles sprang up in various collections such as Luella
Bartley and Betty Jackson.
Play up the rufiles by pairing
them with brighter pieces, or
tone them down with denim.

This spring pays homage
to bohemian chic through its
long, flowy dresses seen in
the Philosophy di Alberta
Ferretti collection.

Jackets

Jewelry

Even in hot Florida weather, the occasional jacket will
be needed. Try the oversized
blazer, which transitioned
from the fall 2008 runways
into spring. This borrowedfrom-your-boyfriend look
can be seen in the Rebecca
Taylor and Peter Jensen collections.

Tribal, chunky necklaces
are making a comeback as
seen in Nicole Miller's collection. Similar pieces can be
found in thrift stores or vintage shops. Try Deja Vu Vmtage Clothing.

---- - - -- - - ~~

·Artists perform to
inspire hope for all.

Wild Card
Mixing and matching is
the key for style in the spring.
Leather and floral are surprisingly mixed in the
Alexander McQy.een collec-

Pants
Who knew Mrs. Tom
Cruise's sloppy look could be

MADISON BERNATH
Contributing Writer

Sometimes the soul of a dead person has
been so tainted with evil that it is denied
entrance to heaven. It must endlessly
wander the borderlands between worlds,
desperately searching for a new body to
inhabit' And sometimes it actually
succeeds.
The Unborn is a supernatural thriller that
follows a young woman pulled into a
world of nightmares when a demonic
spirit haunts her and threatens everyone
she loves.
Directed by: David S. Goyer

Starring: Odette Yustman, Gary Oldman, Cam
Gigandet, Meagan Good, Carla Gugino, Jane
Alexander, Idris Elba, Rhys Coiro, James Remar

Courtesy New Regency

BRIDE WARS (PG)
Liv (Kate Hudson) and Emma (Anne Hathaway) are best friends who since childhood
have planned every detail of their respective
weddings. At the top of their bridal "must
have'' list: a ceremony at New York's ultimate
bridal destination, the Plaza Hotel. When a
derical error causes a clash in wedding dates
-they're now to be married on the same date!
- Liv, Emma and their lifelong friendship are
put to the ultimate test.
Directed by: Gary Winick
Starring: Anne Hathaway, Kate Hudson, Candice Bergen, Kristen Johnston, Bryan Greenberg, Steve Howey, Chris Pratt, Michael Arden,
John Pankow, Paul Scheer

(PG) 11:30am 12:151:502:35 4:305:15 7:15 8:15
9:35 10:4512:lOam

Not Easily Broken
(PG-13) 11:45am 2:10 5:007:5010:201:00am

The Unborn
(PG-13) 12:00 2:15 5:10 7:30 9:4512:15am

Bedtime Stories
(PG) 1:30 2:0S 4:50 7:25 8:05 10:05 12:45am
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio Showtimes
11:40am

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button
(PG-13) 11:50am 12:203:50 6:45 7:3511:55

Marley&Me
(PG) 12:25 4:00 5:057:0510:0010:30 12:35am

The Spirit
(PG-13) 4:1510:10

Valkyrie
(PG-13) 12:35 4:55 7:40 10-35

Seven Pounds
(PG-13) 12:40 3:55 6:55 9:40 12:40am

The Tale of Despereaux
(G) 12:10 4:20

YesMan

•

•

•
•

{PG-13) 11:55am 2:304:105:208:1010:2510:55
12:55am

The Day the Earth Stood Still
(PG-13) 1:4S 4:35 7:10 9:50 12:25am

Gran Torino
(R) 12:301:404:0S 4:407:008:009-5510:50
12:50am

Four Christmases
(PG-13) 1:25 7:45

Bolt in Disney Digital 3D
{PG) Disney Digital 3D Showtimes
11:35am 1:55 4:45 7:20 10:35

Twiiglrt
(PG-13) 6:5010:15

Slumdog Millionaire
{R) 1:354:25 7:5510:40

- lfstings for Friday,Jan. 9
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Alias Punch's guitarist creates a sharp sound by strumming with a beer bottle. The
band will perfonn on Feb. 12 at BackBooth with the Sound Vine Collective.

with his right hand, creating a
futuristic, high-pitched echoing sound that perfectly fit
with a song about the fifth
dimension.
Alias Punch created an
atmosphere that was both
comfortable and thrilling.
"If Alias Punch were to
ever end, [the last performance] would be an explosion."
Jay said. 'Whether [it's] good
or bad, it's going to be loud."
Alias Punch will perform
with the Sound Vme Collective at their next live show on
Feb. 12 at BackBooth. The
band's CDs are available at
Park Avenue CDs and live
shows.

participation. The band took
requests and had a short
comedic intermission when it
played backup for fellow
Orlando musician Sterling
Schroeder. The comedy hit a
high note when the band performed an offbeat number
about a Jersey man and his
fascination with the Kennedy
and Lincoln assassinations. ·
"I laughed so hard I criec;l,''
said audience member Marc
Kozlow,22.
As the show came to a
close, Blue · surprised the
crowd by taking an empty
beer bottle in his left hand
and moving it across the neck
of the guitar as he plucked it

Blood, Milk among 2008 faves
FROM A9

music than any other
i:p.edium.
Best: Nightmare Revisited. The album covers the
musical score of The
Nightmare Before Christmas by featured artists
such as KoRn, Polysonic
Spree, Marilyn Manson
and Rise Against. It's
amazingly ridiculous and
listening to it made me
very, very happy.
Worst:
I
vaguely
remember Scarlett Johansson' s first recording
album covering Tom
Waits' songs coming out in
May, which proved as
entertaining as a tone-deaf
drag queen impersonating
Johansson: hilarious, awkward and by no means
worth
spending
the
money. If you must
indulge, YouTube has a
decent selection of covers
of Johansson covering
Waits. Enjoy.
Also terrible, consider
the New Kids on the Block
CD.
Great moments locally:
Nerdapalooza during the
July 4th weekend with
video game references to
boot. Never before have I
seen pirate, ninjas and the
nerdy so well represented
inrap.
Worst moments locally: Biteboy, a particularly
crappy band, protesting in
front of Casey Anthony's
parents' house. A terrible
band doing terribly useless
things.
Television: I didn't
watch a whole lot of new
TV shows this year. I stuck
tor, the consistently good

like Anthony Bourdain No
Reservations; however, there
was one series I got so hooked ,,on that I went and bought all
the books on which the show
was based.
Best: 'lrue Blood on HBO.
Vampires come out of the coffm as it were in Northern
Louisiana and a telepathic
waitress gets entangled in a
serial-killer mystery based on
the Sookie Stackhouse series
by Charlaine Harris.
Worst: The revivals of
90210 and Knight Rider and
Paris Hilton's My New BFF. Do
I need to explain?
Movies: People freaked out
over Twilight, but I didn't
bother to see it.
Best Milk, directed by Gus
Van Sant and starring Sean

I

Penn, is a film based on the life
of Harvey Milk, former San
Francisco city supervisor and
the first openly gay public
official who was assassinated
along with the mayor by fellow city supervisor Daniel
White.
Please also note The Dark
Knight, Cloverfield, Choke,
[insert favorite movie here],
etc.
Worst: Beverly Hills Chihuahua, Valkyrie (Tom Cruise
with an American accent pretending to be German), XFiles: I Want to Believe, Zombie
Strippers and the list can go on
for longer than is necessary to
recognize.
What did you think of
2008? Let us know. Feel free to
add and subtract from the list.
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HEAVY AND LIGHT

From a generation plagued
WHERE:
with an ever-increasing new
House of Blues
brand of worries and stresses
Downtown Disney
comes one night that aims to
bring hope through help, conWHEN:
versation and community.
Sunday, Jan.11 at 5 p.m.
Heavy and Light, a concert
TICKET PRICE: $12
organized by non-profit organization To Write Love on Her
Arms, will feature acoustic
performances by six different to move people to action.
artists, as well as a series of
'We're trying to invite peopresentations by guest speak- ple into an honest conversaers including the organization tion, one that will continue
founder, Jamie Tworkowski, long after the show is over,'' he
and other self-help resources said. "We want people to know
in the area.
that they're not alone, that
The artists performing at their story is important. We
Heavy and Light share the hope that people will be
vision of TWLOHA. The encouraged and inspired to get
artists scheduled to perform, the help they need, and to
Jon Foreman of Switchfoot, learn to help their friends."
Aaron Gillespie of UnderUCF student Leah Marie
oath/The Almost, Dustin Ken- Madsen personally knows
srue of Tirrice, Anthony individuals who have been .
Raneri of Bayside, Josh Moore helped by TWLOHA and is
and Zach Williams, were cho- excited to see the organization
sen to be a part of the show grow.
because of their close relation"I've
been
following
ship with the organization, TWLOHA almost since the .
according to Tworkowski.
beginning, and so rm· really
'M of these guys are excited to see how far they
friends," Tworkowski said. have come and visibly see
"They're part of our story."
everyone they are helping by
But more importantly, the spreading awareness about
members
of TWLOHA cutting and depression. etc.,"
believe in the artists. Some of Madsen said.
the artists have been a part of
"I know of people who are
the organization since its con- flying to Orlando to come to
ception, Tworkowski said.
tliis event in search of [the]
'We believe in [the artists'] comfort and help that they are
songs. All six of these guys are looking for."
hugely talented and all six of
The Heavy and Light conthem sing_honest songs about cert will be held at the House
real things, about pain and of Blues this Sunday. Doors
hope and the places people open at 5 p.m. with the show
really live,'' he said.
_'
starting at 6 p.m. Tickets are
Tirrough the songs and $12 and can be purchased
speakers, Tworkowski hopes through Ticketmaster.

FROM A9

Jay, the most experienced of
the trio, is described by his
bandmates as the best musician of the three, in both theory and technical skill.
This skill shined through
when the band launched into
"Grapefruit Head," a song
that began with a 30-second
blast-your-face-off drum solo.
With a plastic mask covering
his face, Jay moved his hands
so fast there was no clear distinction between hand and
air. His body was a blur and
raised the energy on the stage
from high to heaven.
Audience
member
Bethany Avello, 21, said, "It
was like I could feel the pleasure he exuded as he played."
Halfway through the show,
Mondy, unwilling to break out
of his zone for refreshment,
crouched onstage while still
playing bass and sipped his
water from his spot. He then
jumped up as if he had just
chugged an energy drink and
went flying around the stage
before coming back to the
microphone to sing the rest of
"Dead Boy in the Desert"
"There's never a boring
song when you have him on
the mic," said Rusty Brown,
21, a friend of the band..
The show was filled with
an immense amount of crowd

<

Betsey Johnson lurex
Floral Stripe Silk
Velvet Trim Dress

Trio turns Haven into heaven
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#1- Large 16" 1-Topping Pizza, 10 Hot Wings,
Free Garlic Knots! $17. 99

•
#2 - 5 Chicken Tenders, 5 Hot Wings,
5 Chocolate Chunk Cookies,
Large Fries, Garlic Knots
$12.95

(

•

•
#3 - 2-Large 2-Topping 16" Pizzas

...

Oolden
Knights
Pizza
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$19.99

B1GGER P1ZZA
BETTER PRICES

3050 Alafaya Tr.
1/2 mile N. of UCF
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

•

Online 24 hrs/day:
· www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds ·
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

•

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m.-5p,m.

•

407-447·4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

•

HELP WANTED:
General
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience .
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 1Q7.

•

UCF Experiential Learning
Co-op/Internships. Earn a competitive
salary. Gain major-related work
experience. Work flexible hours.
Visit Ferrell Commons, Ste. 203, call
407-823-2667 or email
el@mail.ucf.edu.

•

EARN UP TO $300/DAY!
Bartendingl No Experience Necessary.
888-631-5552 x-57

..

Asst. to Busy Real Estate
Agent in Lake Nona Area. Part Time.
Must be organized, a self starter, very
computer proficient & Exp. req. Send
resume to Pwoody@StockWorth.com

•

Distribution Drivers Wanted!
Monday, Wednesday, Friday:
Morning routes 5:30am - 7:30am
Personal. vehicle required, truck or
SUV preferred. Base pay + mileage.
Earn $10+ per hr. E-mail:
JosephC@KnightNewspapers.com or
call Jo at 407-447-4555 ext. 211
DISTRIBUTION MANAGER
POSITION OPEN! Great Pay for little
work, shift is from 5:30am-7:30am, ' .
flexible schedule preferred. Email
resume/info to
JosephC@~nightnewspapers.com or
call Jo at 407-447-4555 ext. 211.
nScrypt Inc. Part time office position
available in Research Parkway for selfmotivated accounting student. Submit
resume to jbates@vaxdesign.com. No
phone calls please.

•

•

Earn $1000-$3200 a month
to drive new cars with ads.
www.YouDriveCars.com
Big Brain Workl Computer Science,
Math, & Engineering Majors Wanted.
PT/FT. Applied Research Associates.
Pletse email cfdjobs@ara.C?m
Bartenders Needed Now
PT/FT No experience necessary.
321-274-1101
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency
Wanted:Web Designer-HTML a mustcopy writing/creative writing exp a big
plus. Work onsite in St Cloud
Call Don 407-346-1663 -or email
resume to don@car12.com

•
•

•••

-

I.

Check us out at:
www.udjustforfun.com
Send resume w/ cover letter to
dave@jffadvertising.com.

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
MAJORS!
Spring Marketing Internship
Available! Flex hours (10-15/week).
Great experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
Trishal@KnightNewspapers.com.
Student Programmers.
Flexible part time work from home .
Build small database and parse info
into avg,max,min,count, moving
averages, pivot table:, etc. $15/hr.
Send letter to tomstac@gmail.com

i::m FOR RENT:
~Homes

**[ROOMS In House FOR RENTI**
**2 ROOMS AVAILABLE NOW!**
3/2 House Near UCF and VCC.
$420/mo. Internet and Direct TV incld
Length of contract is Negotiable.
727-487-3097 ian.lahiff@gmail.co1T1

~

$9

$13

Each addl issue:

$6

$9

$19
$13

175 Bu$lnes$ Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes

B·
B

400 Servke$

B

SOC1 AnnoWK$1e111S

A

225 For Rent: Apartments

B

600 Traver

s

250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 for Sale: Homes

A
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• Pricing ifl(IUdes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

B

Mlsceftaneous

5

4/2 house 2000 sq. ft, available january
1st, private bedroom, share bathroom,
2 car garpge, close to campus, not far
from downtown, high-speed internet,
en demand cable. All utilities included
$550 a month, located near university
and dean, call if interested. Ask for
Rick (941)586-1829
Room for Rent in furnished 4 bd home .
1 mile to UCF off Univ. Internet, cable,
util. incl. $500/mon. Avail NOW.
Call 772-359-2797
Furnished room with private bath avail.
in 4/3 w/pool near UCF. F only. $600
incl. all utili, housekeeper and some
meals. Call 407-468-054!?

I 3
4
·-·-···-·· -·········5
6
9
4
8

6
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1

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium /eye/

.............. ............... ...............

7

Rooms For Rent
Individual Lease $485/month
Including utilities, cable, internet,
washer and dryer.
Available Immediately.
Contact (352) 267-9144 ·
Room avail. in 3/2/2 $450 River Park
subdiv. 3 mi to UCF, furn. New appl.
W/D, utilit incl. Must be 24 & up,
M or F, very clean. Bkgrnd chk.
Call Chip 813-966-1314

© Puzzles by Pappocom

2

3
8

5

suldolku

I

2
2 3

7 8

9

Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

5

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Obstruct
.
4 Old World lizard
9 Separate
14 Commit perjury
15 Surround
16 Also-ran ln 2000
17 No more than
19 Viscous
20 Shoo!
21
-friendly
23 Afternoon
parties
24 Archaic pronoun
25 Aardvark snack
26 Exceedingly
sudden
28 Like Mormori
saints
31 Affront
34 Bog substance
35 Island dip
38 un;t of verse
40 Upsetting
42 Make a blunder
43 Author Blylon
45 Female
addresses
46 One way to
pitch
48 Fluffy dessert
51 Anderson of
Jethro Tull
52
as ABC
56
Royale, Ml
57 Falls back
59 Mediterranean ·
island
60 Fop
62 Something
thrust out
64 Flatfish
65 Frozen rain
66 Make a choice
67 Fortune cards
68 Transmits
69 Cold War letters

.

UCF area 3/2/2 SFH 3115 Buckhill
Place. Fncd yrd. W/D $1200/mo .
Call for details 727-687-9855
or 727-420-2051.
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard Incl.
Individual Leases Avail.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
www.ForRentNearUCF.com
2/1 .5 Townhome. Walking distance to
UCF. $700/mo. $500 Security. 2nd
Month Rent FREEi All units have W/D,
nice & clean,1000sf.
Call Jim 407-592-3801

2007 Honda Civic Si, 6-speed manual,
VTEC, 18,500 miles, Fiji Blue Pearl,
Sunroof(spoiler, Immaculate, Motivated
seller, Special UCF price. $18,500
080. Barb 407-489-1202

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ESTATE SALEI
Furniture, Home Decor and Electronics
1319 Carpenter Branch Ct.
Oviedo, 32765

1/8/08

@ 2009 TribuD& Madia Service&, inc.
All rights l'IISO<Yod.

10 Trivial
11 French so long
12 Chart again
13 Lovers'
meeting
18 Use a pulley
22 Detection
equipment
operator
25 Audience ·
member
27 Luzon Island
battle ·site
29 Ginsberg and
Drury
30 Ump's cohort
31 Chill
DOWN
32 Scand. country
1 Big party
33 Big
, CA
·2 Gee follower
35 Links grp.
3 So out it's in
36 Resistance
4 Attention-getting
unit
sound
37 "_Not
5 Ritzy rock
Unusual"
6 Quantity
39 Dead heat
7 False move
41 Cow organs
8 Chip in a chip
44 Bounce a
9 Part of Q & A
basketball

3/2/2 Minutes from campus. Fncd yard
w/ patio, home warranty. $1350/mo. +
Deposit. Available Feb.1
407-970-3114
Available January Sherwood Forest
House 3/2 $1050/nio
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call Heather 407-937-2900
or 402-208-7577

APARTS FOR RENT AT
WATERFORD N ALAFAYA TRAIL,·
ONLY $300 DEPOSIT & NOT
APPLIC.FEE 1/1 $650 & UPGRADE $725. 2/1
$800 & 2/2 $900
CALL GABRIELA @ (786) 222 6945
OR EMAIL @ HQGABl@HOTMAIL.COM

8
B

900 Wanted

2/2 Condo to share with male
roommate in Beautiful Hunter's
Reserve woodfloors,
cath.ceilings,1/2 mile to UCF all
utilites,cable,internet included. $650
for add. info or schedule showing call
863-604-6016 or 813-763-5517

46 Did. but doesn't
now
Hurry up
Center
Japanese port
Of an arm bone
Vowel quintet

47
48
49
50
53

54 Breaks off
55 Gossipy
woman
58 Brg cheese ·
59 Slices and dices
61 Sofar
63 H_ighest alert

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds

Selling Something? With our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds
UCF STUDENTS : 1 ROOM AVAIL TO
RENT IN 4BD HOUSE
1 bd w/ shared ba $550 quiet,
attractive, gated comm. 3mi from
UCF. incls cable, h/s internet, util,
kitchen, dining/living, stove/microwave,
fridge, washer/dryer, enclosed pool.
deposit & 1st/mo rent req. 1YR lease,
avail now Call 321-947-3971 or e-mail
amaiden@att.net

Your own suite w/ walk-in closet,
private bath. In Gated comm. W/pool.
Fun & clean roommates. F only. $395
a mon. Call 407·340-9887
·

1 Female Roommates N/S Available
ASAP. $475 includes utilities. Dean
Rd.KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

Located Near Campus
---_____,

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE in great 4/2.5
Waterford Lakes home. $500 or Master
Bedroom $675. Everything incl. UCF
alum-owned. Students/young prof.
only. Photos/details online:
www.wlakeshouse.com

1 rm in 5/3 Avail ASAP . $575 mo.
ALL until. Incl + Maid Service. 900
Channels of cable TV. 1O min. to UCF.
Call Jasmine 407-488-8575

www.workforstudents.com

Female wanted for 2/1 apt. $475
month includes all utls. Furnished
room! Contact Brittany 954-294-5831

407-679-2700

Rate 8

Fu-st issue:

2/2 Waterford Condo, Avail.
Immediately.all appl.,w/d, pool.workout
room, clubhouse, very upscale
community $850/mo, f/1/s call 772-2165058

Avalon Park Upstairs Studio.
$550/Month includes, electric, water,• cable & internet. No Pets.
Call 407-375-4642

•

Rate A

325 ForSale:Automodve B
350 ForSale: General
A
375 ForSale:Pm
A

~ Part-Time

Interview & start after Winter Break
$8-10/hour guaranteed
Earnings can exceed $20,000
a School Year!
Flex hours (8-15/week)
Great experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic and
creative!

•

100 Kelp WanteckGeneral
C
125 HelpWanted:Part-Time , C
15t Help Wanted: FIID·lime C

9

2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached
garage for $700/m,onth. Across the
street from UCF. Income restrictions
apply. Move in Special with mention of
this ad. Call 407-324-7773.

•

RATES
Rate

l.!m

RT.I HELP WANTED:

3/2/2 Culdesac, nice yard. 5 min. to
UCF. Semi-fl,Jrnished $1450 &
Unfurnished $1400 + Deposit. Avail.
ASAP Call 407-923-6559
ClancyPiglet@yahoo.com

.

CLASSIFICATIONS

Text stop to end at
any time.

Roommate needed for 2/2 Condo on
lake near UCF. $400/mo plus utiiities.
Cable & water already included , gated,
wood floors, pool and tennis, new appl.
Call 954-294-4365 ·

How Do I Text UCFKNIGHTS to· 44636?
I
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<!Central ~oriba :future
aM Receive FREE,,real-time scores and alerts ori your cell phone from the Central

•QJ Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS, to 44636. For a list of
- -

* Carrier

other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
teXt:

messaging rates apply

/

All
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Coupon may be used from Jan 5th thru Jan 11 th
Can be used with Bright Futures, financial aid and Gray's Rewards Club Program.
One coupon per customer per visit.
Coupon must be surrendered at time of purchase.
Cannot be combined with other coupons.
Minimum purchase of $50 required

0

. BUI with us. Sell with us. SAVE Wl'I US!
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